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ABSTRACT 

 

At very low Signal to Noise receive ratios, a typical Autotrack servo loop exhibits significant 

servo noise tracking jitter that can degrade the received signal characteristics. The angular jitter 

can be minimized by a lowering of the autotracking servo loop bandwidth, but at the sacrifice of 

the servos ability to reject external torque disturbances, such as wind deflections.  As satellite 

downlinks continue to move to higher frequencies, the angular errors caused by either the 

tracking noise or the wind deflections of a receive antenna will have increasingly negative effect 

on the quality of the received data. 

 

This paper examines the performance of a servo algorithm that maintains the needed wide 

bandwidth characteristics of wind deflection rejection while achieving the noise smoothing 

characteristics of a very low bandwidth Autotrack servo response.  The control algorithms have 

been tested on a 13 meter Remote Sensing Satellite tracking system to determine the overall 

tracking performance of the new implementation. Current results indicate that the new servo 

configuration achieves the desired results typical of a wide bandwidth system of high wind 

rejection and low target dynamics tracking errors. At the same time, it provides elimination of 

slowly changing errors from axis miss-alignments, thermal effects, and gravitational effects and 

the low RF noise jitter performance typical of a low bandwidth system. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The ability to direct an RF antenna beam precisely in the direction of a moving source, such as a 

satellite or aircraft, often requires a trade-off of system performance parameters to accommodate 

the characteristics of the particular mission.  There are a number of methods for achieving the 

goal of accurate beam positioning. Those methods are well known and their relative merits been 

discussed in a variety of papers over the years.
1
 The purpose of this paper is not to revisit those 

methods but to present an improved implementation to those systems utilizing an autotracking 

RF tracking antenna system. Those systems typically utilize a complex antenna that implements  

multiple simultaneous beams, such as monopulse antennas, or a scanned beam, such as con-scan 

antennas, to provide near-instantaneous and continuous error signals that measure the difference 

between the incoming RF energy and the primary beam direction of the receive antenna. These 

error signal are applied to the controlled servo axes of the antenna positioner to drive the receive 

antenna beam into alignment with the direction of the incoming signal energy. 
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The ability of the servo system to accurately achieve alignment of the tracking beam is 

determined by a number of system performance parameters. For moving targets, such as 

satellites and aircraft, it will be important to maximize the servo loop bandwidths to minimize 

the amount of dynamic servo lag resulting from the attempt to keep up with the moving target. 

Any wind induced torques that might be applied to the antenna also can deflect the tracking 

beam from the correct direction.  A wide servo loop bandwidth is required to minimize those 

relatively high frequency wind gust deflections. Most other errors that affect the alignment of the 

tracking beam to the true RF direction, such as mechanical bias errors in the coordinate system 

of the mount axes vs. the true local coordinate system, are relatively slowly changing and do not 

require especially wide band servo performance.  

 

A major consideration for the accuracy evaluation is the autotracking error signals generated by 

the antenna feed. Since these autotrack error signals are applied to the servo loops to drive the 

controlled axes, clearly the amount of noise on the received signal, and hence the tracking errors, 

will affect the ultimate accuracy of the tracker. For received signals that are typical of low 

Signal-to-Noise downlinks, the tracking error signal often are quite noisy and would produce 

undesired “tracking jitter” of the mechanical axes.  In addition to adding to the overall 

inaccuracy of the tracking system, such jitter can be harmful to the antenna mechanical structure 

and lead to decreased reliability of the overall system.  For the traditional autotrack system that 

applies the feed-generated tracking errors directly to the servo control loops, lowering the 

operational servo loop bandwidths is about the only option to decrease the detrimental effect of 

the noisy error signals. Of course, a lower bandwidth will reduce the accuracy of the effects 

requiring higher servo bandwidths as discussed earlier. 

 

A servo tracking implementation, identified here as Augmented Autotrack mode, that combines 

the advantages of a wide bandwidth program track servo with those of a low bandwidth 

autotrack servo is presented in this paper. 

 

 

II. DESIGN APPROACH FOR THE CONTROL PROBLEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A control system strategy was developed to implement a servo system that incorporates the wide 

bandwidth response required for dynamic tracking and wind rejection while limiting the effect of 

RF noise from the low S/N receive signal. A bock diagram of the implementation is given in 

Figure-1. A dual loop control system was designed that employs both a wideband servo loop 

closed around the axis position feedback devices, in this case direct coupled encoders, and a low 

bandwidth autotrack error loop using the RF feed generated tracking errors.  The method of 

implementation uses the wideband features of the encoder loop driven by the satellites SGP-4 

Program track Orbit model to provide the high dynamic tracking and wind rejection 

characteristics.  An additional very low bandwidth autotrack loop removes the slowly changing 

errors due to coordinate system alignment errors, orbital model errors, thermal heating, 

gravitational deflections, etc.  

  

The program track loop, closed using axis encoders, is unremarkable and makes use of a 

standard SGP-4 orbital model ephemeris propagator.  Orbit model parameters are Norad Two-
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Line-Element (TLE) sets easily obtained via internet sources.  The orbit propagator calculates the 

current orbital position of the satellite, generates the local Azimuth and Elevation look angles 

from the antenna geographic location, and presents the command Az and EL angles to the 

encoder loop as command inputs at a 100Hz rate.  The closed servo loop bandwidth for this loop 

is approximately 1Hz, which is typical and adequate for tracking the dynamics of most low earth 

orbit remote sensing satellites.  This relatively wide band loop also provides adequate servo 

bandwidth to remove most wind gust generated errors that characteristically have frequency 

components lower than the 1Hz bandwidth of the encoder servo loop. 

 

The autotrack loop is implemented in a non-traditional manner.  Rather than just filtering the 

noisy autotrack error signals and applying them directly, either as a loop closed around the 

encoder loop, or without the encoder loop as an input to the closed rate loops, a state model of 

the offsets to the program track commands was implemented.  This combined two-loop 

architecture has the advantage that each loop performs a portion of the control problem that is 

particularly well suited to the characteristics of that loop. Since the encoder feedback loop is 

inherently low noise, it is used to remove errors that have characteristically wide tracking 

bandwidth requirements such as orbital dynamics and wind gust deflections.  The remaining 

slowly changing errors that are not sensed by the encoder loop are estimated by a state model 

adaptive filter and presented as offsets to correct the encoder loop.  The state model used for this 

implementation estimates the instantaneous position offset for each axis separately, as well as the 

first and second derivatives of that offset, and is driven by the autotrack error signal for that axis.  

Very low frequency adaptive parameters are used for the model estimation, which effectively 

heavily filters the noisy autotrack signals. 

 

 

III. PERFORMANCE MODELING 

 

An analytical simulation model was developed to study the performance expectations for the 

Augmented Autotrack servo implementation. A block diagram of the simulation program is 

presented in Figure-2.  The mechanical response of the antenna and drive system is included in 

the model along with the servo loop filtering parameters required for stable loop operation.  The 

autotrack error signals are modeled by estimating the difference of the instantaneous axis 

position relative to the satellite orbit model coordinate converted actual positions with various 

error terms superimposed.  Those error terms include coordinate misalignment of the pedestal 

axes from the true local coordinate system, gravitational droop errors, RF beam collimation 

errors, wind deflection errors, and RF noise. A file with the true satellite ephemeris vs. time 

along with the error terms vs. time was generated and used as the input to the modeling program. 

The modeling program then simulated the total servo response to the satellite trajectory input 

with the various error effects superimposed.  A typical evaluation of a satellite tracking pass 

mission is given in Figure-3.   Figure-3(a) and (b) present the Azimuth and Elevation 

commanded program track angles as well as the noisy autotrack error signals for each axis. 

Figure-3 (c) and (d) present the expected servo performance position error in response to the 

commanded program track angles, including all alignment errors, and the noisy autotrack errors.  

The simulations were used to tune the filter parameters for the state estimator as well as the servo 

compensation filtering for the encoder loops.  Predicted performance for this simulated 85 degree 

elevation Landsat-7 pass shows less than 0.1 deg peak error throughout the pass, including the 
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high dynamic portions near the center of the trajectory.  The noise simulation in this case 

included angular equivalent RF autotrack jitter input of nearly 1 deg rms at the low elevation 

ends of the pass where the signal to noise is reduced to under 10dB. A traditional autotrack servo 

system using these input errors would have great difficulty maintaining track. 

 

 

IV. TRACKING PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

 

The control strategy was implemented on a full motion 13.5m S-Band autotrack antenna system 

that will be used for Remote Sensing satellite data reception. Several satellite passes for different 

satellites were tracked with the new control implementation.  It was found that the parameters for 

the filtering that were obtained by the modeling method operated very closely to the simulated 

performance.  Satellites of various orbital characteristics were tracked that included most Low 

Earth Orbit S-Band remote sensing satellites such as Landsat-5, Radarsat-1&2, Aqua, Terra, 

Jason-1&2, Calipso, as well as highly elliptical orbiting satellites (GIOVE-B) and stationary 

GEO satellites (XM-1&2).  These sources provided a range of tracking characteristics from very 

weak/high noise signals to high dynamic (high velocity/acceleration) tracking requirements. 

   

The ViaSat Model 3880 Antenna Control Unit used for these tests allowed the selection of a 

traditional autotrack error driven servo mode or the new Augmented Autotrack mode by a single 

selection button on the control panel. This allowed the operator to switch back and forth between 

the new mode and traditional autotrack to determine the differences in performance very readily.  

The primary (Rate Loop and Position/Encoder Loop) servo characteristics for this antenna 

system are given in Table-1. The traditionally implemented Autotrack servo loop is scaled to 

have similar characteristics to the encoder loop.   
 

Servo Parameter Value 

Rate loop -3dB Bandwidth 2 Hz 

Position Loop Type Type-2 

Position Loop -3dB Bandwidth 1 Hz 

Position Linear Step Response Rise Time 0.3sec 

Position Linear Step Response Overshoot 20% 

 

Table-1. Primary Servo Parameters 

 

In the recorded data charts that follow (Figures 4-8), the instantaneous autotrack error signal for 

each axis is scaled to degrees and labeled as “autotrackErrorAxis1” (Az) or 

“autotrackErrorAxis2” (EL).  The curves labeled “positionErrorAxis” and “positionErrorAxis2” 

are the instantaneous difference in angle between the Program Track generated ephemeris 

command angles and the position readout angles indicated by the axis encoders.  When in a 

tracking mode, either Autotrack or Augmented Autotrack, the desired autotrackError for either 

axis should be zero.  The positionError indication at those times is a measure of the alignment 

error of the antenna axes as well as the deflection terms from solar, wind, and gravity.  Those 

curves labeled “deltaAZ” and “deltaEL” in Figure-8 are the same as “positionErrorAxis1” and 

“positionErrorAxis2” respectively. 

 

Step responses for the AZ and EL axes are given for the standard Autotrack position mode in 

Figure-4.  The step response corresponds well with the expected response of a Type-2 position 
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loop with about a 1 Hz bandwidth.  With this wideband encoder loop responding to the 

commanded satellite calculated trajectory, most of the higher speed error terms due to orbital 

dynamics and wind gusting deflections are largely eliminated.   

 

A similar step response was measured for the Augmented Autotrack mode.  Since this mode uses 

the state model estimator driven by the autotrack error signal, it should demonstrate a much 

slower step response for the autotrack error.  The step response for the Augmented Autotrack 

mode is given in Figure-5.  The rise time of this loop is nearly 8X as long as the pure Autotrack 

Mode indicating that the effective loop bandwidth is about 0.125Hz compared to the 1Hz 

bandwidth of the primary Position loop.  This very low effective response to the autotrack error 

will heavily filter the RF tracking jitter noise included on the Autotrack error signals for weak 

satellite downlinks.  This low bandwidth will still effectively remove the slowly changing error 

components that are not sensed by the primary wide band encoder loop.   

 

Several satellite passes were recorded to characterize the new servo implementation.  The 

relative noise performance of the traditional Autotrack servo implementation to the new 

Augmented Autotrack mode is displayed in Figure-6. Here the Geosynchronous satellite XM-1 

was used as a weak signal source by limiting the tracking signals IF Bandwidth. This effectively 

reduced the amount of received power from the satellite available to the tracking electronics 

resulting in a higher level of tracking jitter on the autotrack error signals. The satellite was then 

acquired and tracked with both the Augmented Autotrack mode and standard autotrack.  The 

noisy autotrack error signals that drive the servo loop in the Autotrack case and are fed into the 

State Estimator in the Augmented Autotrack case are shown at the top of the plot (green and 

blue).  The angular error as measured by the on axis encoders is shown at the bottom of the 

figure (red and cyan). The difference in the amount of angular jitter in the two modes is clearly 

seen.  A measurement of the RMS angular jitter for the two cases gave 0.04 deg for the 

Autotrack case and 0.016 for the Augmented Autotrack case.   

 

Figure-7 presents an even more impressive result of tracking the slowly moving satellite 

GIOVE-B in a Molniya orbit.  In this case, the receive signals IF bandwidth was reduced to 

10kHz to create a very noisy tracking condition.  The satellite was initially acquired in the 

Augmented Autotrack mode and found to track quite acceptably.  When the servo mode was 

switched to Autotrack, the servo became unstable and exhibited very large oscillations 

approaching 1 degree.  The servo mode was changed to Program Track to obtain good control of 

the situation and then Autotrack was again attempted unsuccessfully.  The system was returned 

to the new Augmented AT mode for a long period and no problems were observed in that mode. 

Near the end of the experiment, another Autotrack period was again unsuccessfully attempted.  

This demonstration clearly emphasized the advantages of the new mode for weaker received 

signals. 

 

Finally, a full satellite pass recording is included in Figure-8 for a Jason-2 pass on March 28, 

2012 from the Duluth, GA tracking site. The satellite was acquired with the new Augmented AT 

mode active and after clearing local horizon obstructions, a solid track was achieved above 5 

degrees elevation.  The Augmented AT mode remained in effect until time 14:06 when the mode 

was changed to pure Autotrack(AT). At around time 14:11 the mode was changed back to Aug 

AT for about 3 minutes until time 14:14 where it was changed to AT for the remainder of the 
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pass.  During the AT periods, it is clear the angular jitter is significantly larger than during the 

Aug AT periods, as seen on the DeltaAZ and DeltaEl encoder error signals. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

A method of implementing an Autotracking antenna capability for very weak received signal 

conditions has been achieved.  The implementation achieves the desired high bandwidth tracking 

features required to track moving targets and to respond to wind gust effects from a closed 

Program Track servo loop using on-axis angle encoders.  Slowly changing errors from steady 

wind, orbit model errors, solar deflections, and coordinate alignment errors are removed using a 

state model of these offset errors driven by the noisy autotrack error signals. The output of the 

state model is used as an offset to the primary encoder position loops. Measurements of the new 

implementation on a 13.5m S-Band Remote Sensing Ground station antenna and a variety of 

orbiting targets has confirmed that improved tracking results have been achieved.   
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Figure-1: Implementation Block Diagram. 
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Figure-2: Simulation Block Diagram.  
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Figure-3: Remote Sensing High Pass Simulation        
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Figure-4: Measured Autotrack Step Response 

 

 

 

Figure-5: Measured Augmented Autotrack Step Response 
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Figure-6: Noise Rejection Demonstration XM-1 Downlink. 
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Figure-7: Noise Rejection Demonstration GIOVE-B Downlink. 

 

 

 

Figure-8: Satellite Track with Split Modes 




